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Abstract. Operation of vertical transport installations is based on
adjustable electrical drive systems which must ensure the technical
conditions regarding the variation in time of the speed, the current of the
main motors and the accelerations at start and brake phases. Electric drives
are part of the fast process of automation equipment. In the case of a
vertical transport installation, speed is the characteristic which has to be
controlled in command phase, while the dependent factor is the
tachograph. The adjustment determines the dependence of the quantity in
the process – based on a default law - with respect to the independent
quantities and also to the process dependents, thus reducing the influence
of the perturbations to the process. There are different ways to define the
stability of an automatic system. The balance survey / analysis also
approaches the determination of the functions of variation in time of the
main actuation motor current and speed (main motor rpm), at the moments
of starting the vertical transport installation, and the study of the variation
in time of the speed in the case of a load shock. To perform calculations
needed for stability assessment and draw all the diagrams a Turbo C 2.0
program was written by the authors.

1 The Nyquist stability criterion
This stability criterion [1] is widely used in the study of linear systems, because it is based on
the theory of complex variable functions and determines the stability conditions of the
closed system based on the analysis of the transfer point of the open system.
If a linear or non-linear automation element, or a system has a step signal input, the output
will have a transient response. This element or linear system is called stable if the transient
response oscillates until finally reaching a constant value in time for the step input.
The Nyquist stability criterion allows the deduction of behaviour of the closed
adjustment circuit by analysing the behaviour of the open adjustment circuit. The answer to
frequency of the open adjustment circuit is generally expressed by the following formula:

Yd ( j ) = ka 

*

1 (1 + jTZ 1 )  (1 + jTZ 2 )  Z ( j )

=
 (1 + jTN 1 )  (1 + jTN 2 )  N ( j )

(1)
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The stability criterion is applied in the allowing hypothesis:
- the degree of the polynomial Z must be smaller than that of the polynomial N;
- the open circuit is stable (=1) or they have an integral behaviour (=j);
Based on these statements, the Nyquist stability criterion can be defined: a closed
adjustment circuit is stable if the path representing the answer to frequency Yd(j) of the open
circuit does not encircle the coordinate point (-1,j0).
The Nyquist stability criterion has the advantage that it can be applied in:
-When not all the equations of the blocks of a closed circuit are known, but still the
answer to the frequency can be measured;
-Allows observation on stability as well as on the damping.
Figure 1 represents the transfer place of a stable system.

Fig. 1 The place of transfer of a stable system

The phase D where the transfer plot intersects the circle of unitary radius, gives
information about the damping degree of the system, meaning that for small values of D
the damping is stronger.
The stability of an adjustment circuit can be determined using the frequency
characteristic. This usually is not enough since the adjustment circuit has to have a dynamic
behaviour, and the unstable adjustment circuits must be balanced. Since the parameters of
an automatic adjustment system are imposed, the balance is achieved by using regulators.
The calculation of an adjustment circuit must lead to choosing such a regulator, so that the
combined action of the regulator and execution element results in the desired static and
dynamic behaviour of the adjustment.

2 Determination of the parameters of the adjustment circuit for
the vertical transport installation [2], [3]
Technical characteristics of the main electric drive, of the transformer and of the reactor of
a vertical transport installation are given in table 1. Based on these, calculations to
determine the parameters of the automatic adjustment system will be done.
The resistance of the armature circuit of the main electric motor is determined:

RA = T  ( RI + RC + Ra ) +

t
RI
RC
Ra

U P
= 0, 05 []
IN

- is the temperature coefficient for resistance to heat,  t =1,24;
- is the resistance of armature coiling of the main electric motor;
- is the resistance of compensation coiling;
- is the resistance of the auxiliary coiling;
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- is the voltage collapse in contacts with the brushes, UP =2V;
- is the rated current of the armature.
Table 1

Engine drive
Type of engine
Power
Stator voltage
Stator power
Rotors voltage
Rotors power
Yield
Speed
Electric reactor
Type
Rated power
Inductance
Rated voltage
Maximum power

Power transformer
Type
Rated power
Work frequency
Primary voltage
Primary power
Secondary voltage
Secondary power
Recovered voltage
Recovered power
Involution

P2S-1000-213 4UHL4
2x1200 kW
720 V
1925 A
200 V
110 A
85,6 %
54 rot/min
SROSZ-1250 MUHL4
2500 A
0,32 mH
800 V
5000 A

TSZP-2500/IOHZ
2509 kVA
60 Hz
6000 V
242 A
825 V
2500 A
720 V
2042 A
2042 A

The active resistance of the coiling of the transformer has the following expression:

RT
=

PCuT
0, 028 []
=
2
I Nr

(3)

PCuT - rated losses in copper of the transformer;
- the rectified nominal current.
INr
The active resistance of the filter reactor will be:

=
RR

PCuR
=
0, 0003 []
2
I Rr

(4)

PCuR - rated losses in cooper of the reactor;
- rated current of the reactor;
IRr
The equivalent resistance of the transformer given by leakage reactance is:
RTe = 0,5  U K 

EC 0
= 0, 01 []
I Nr

(5)

UK
- the short-circuit voltage of the transformer;
- the maximum electromotive voltage of the controller rectified diode converter;
EC0
The equivalent resistance of the armature circuit of the main electric motor is:

RE = RA + RT + RR + RTe + Rmin where Rmin = 0,1 RA  RE = 0,0681 []

(6)

The inductance of the armature of the main electric motor is expressed by the equation:

UN
=
0, 0019 [H]
LA =
CX 
I N  p  N
CX

(7)

- constructive coefficient of the electric motor with compensation coil CX=0,25;
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p

- the number of pole pairs of the main electric motor;
- the nominal angular speed of the armature  =4,8 rad/s;
To determine the leaked inductance of the transformer we use the relation:



EC 0
0, 0000336 [H]
LT =
UK 
=
2  m  f  I Nr

(8)

m
- is the number of phases;
f
- is the frequency of the supply network;
The equivalent inductance of the main electric motor will be:

LE = LA + LT + 2  LF = 0,00257

[H]

(9)

The electromotive voltage of the main electric motor is:

EN = U N − I N  RA = 623,75 [V]

(10)

The electromagnetic time constant of the main electric motor circuit is calculated:

T
=
E

LE
= 0, 037 [s]
RE

(11)

The constructive coefficients of the main drive motor are:

=
K
E
K
=
M

EN
= 129,9

N

V s
 rad 



MN
Nm
= 110, 45 

IN
 A 

(12)

(13)

The electromechanical time constant of the system is determined by the formula:

TM =

J N  RA
2  KE  KM

(14)

Where:
- the moment of inertia of all the moving parts of the vertical transport
JN
installation, at the main electric motor shaft. The inertia moment is determined by:
J N =m  R 2 =119784 [kg  m 2 ]

(15)

m
- the mass of all moving parts of the vertical transport installation =19165 [kg]
R
- radius of the drive wheel;
The moment of inertia can be also expressed by the following equation:

J N= J mas + 2  J r

(16)

Jmas
- is the moment of inertia of main shaft assembly, Jmas=131250 [kgm2]
- is the moment of inertia of the main drive electric motor drive, JR=9499
JR
[kgm2] (above values are given by the manufacturer)
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Based on the previous conditions, two different values for the electromechanical time
constant of the system are calculated. To study the stability of the system, we use the
highest value corresponding to an increased inertia of the system.

=
TM

119783,79  0,05
150050  0,05
[s]
= 0, 208 =
TM
= 0, 26 [s]
2 129,9 110, 45
2 129,9 110, 45

3 Automatic speed regulation system for the vertical transport
installation
To automate vertical transport installations, special requirements must be fulfilled by the
control subsystems, because the electric drives operate in a regime of speed stabilization
during uniform motion and creep, and speed change regime is based on imposed charts
during the acceleration and the deceleration motion.
For these reasons, in these regulation systems a reverse response to speed is obtained,
and, depending on the characteristics of speed regulators, the systems are astatic in the
order of one or two.
3.1 Speed regulation system block diagram [2], [4]
Figure 2 represents the block diagram of speed regulation. Blocks for the transfer functions
of the speed controller, current controller, current regulator and speed regulator can be seen.
The speed regulator has a proportional characteristic, ensuring optimal acceleration during
both acceleration and braking.
The amplitude of the output signal of the current regulator will be within a range so that
when a maximal signal is applied to the input of the system, the momentum of the main
electric motor will not exceed the permissible values.

Fig.2 Speed regulation system block diagram

3.2 Closed circuit transfer function determination of current regulation [2], [4]
The closed-circuit current regulation from the main drive motor can be observed in figure 2.
The reverse reaction presented by block Re/sTM can be neglected. The transfer function of
the closed circuit of current regulation from the main actuation motor is:
=
Y2

TM
sTE + 1

2  T ( sT + 1)[ sT ( sTE + 1) + 1]

In case of neglecting the internal reverse reaction, the transfer function will be:
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Y1 =

1
2  sT  ( sT + 1)

(18)

To evaluate the error, we will assess the frequency characteristics of the current
regulation closed circuit, with and without the consideration of the internal reverse reaction.
The transfer functions for frequency will have the following expressions:

Y1 ( j )
=

1
2  T
=
; Y2 ( j )
j  ( jT + 1)

TM
 ( jTE + 1)
2  T
jT  [( j )2 T02 + j  2    T0 + 1]

(19)

Where:
=
T0

TM  TE

(20)

and:

=

1 TM

2 T

(21)

Based on the calculated electromagnetic and electromechanical time constants, knowing
the dead time of the mutator system T = 0,01 s, the transfer function for frequency for the
block diagram, highlighting the internal reverse reaction will be:

Y2

TM
2  T

1 +  2T (TE − TM ) −  4TM TE2T 
TM

− j

2  T



  (TM + T − TE ) +  3TM TE2 

 (22)




where:

=
  6TM2 TE2T2 +  4 (TM2 TE2 + TM2 T2 − 2TETM T ) +  2 (T2 + TM2 − 2TM TE ) + 1
The pulse of asymptote frequency characteristic corresponding to the system without
highlighting internal reverse reaction is:
1
2  T

S =

(23)

And the phase shift is:

 T 

− − arctg 
116,50
=
=
2

 2 T 
 


(24)

Because for these systems T0 > 2 . T and TE > 2 . T, the asymptote pulse feature for
the case that shows the internal reverse reaction will be:

S
=

TM  TE
1
=
2
2  T
2  T  T0
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We can notice that the frequency relation is the same in both cases. The phase shift
for the case when the internal reverse reaction is considered becomes:

T
arctg  E
=
 2T
 

T0

 2 T


 − arctg 
T

2
0

 1 − ( 2T )






 − arctg  T0
 2T

 







(26)

The phase shift induced by the internal reverse reaction is:

 =−

 T
T
+ arctg  E − M
2
 2  T 2  T



 T2

  E 2 + 1 
 4 T





(27)

The modulus and the phase error at the asymptote frequency characteristic increase as
the time constants TE and TM decrease, and the time constant T increases. The analysis of
the stability of the closed current regulating system was performed by the Nyquist method,
both for the case when the internal feedback was considered and if it was neglected. The
appropriate hodograph is shown in Figure 3. To perform these calculations and draw all the
diagrams shown in this paper, a Turbo C 2.0 program was written by the authors.
According to paragraph 1, it is noted that the closed current regulating system is stable
in both cases. The diagram shows that the damping of the system is strong for both cases.

Fig.3 The hodograph of the closed current regulating system (based on Turbo C 2.0 program)

3.3 Determining the transfer function of the open and closed speed
adjustment circuit [2], [4]
To assure the minimum period of time to the transfer process, it is necessary that the
structure of the speed adjustment to be chosen from the optimal symmetric conditions. In
this hypothesis the transfer function of the speed adjustment open system is:

YSD =

1 + 4  T  s
16  T  s 2  (2  T  s + 1)
2
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And for the closed speed adjustment system is:

YSD =

1 + 4  T  s
1 + 4  T  s + 16  T2  s 2  (2  T  s + 1)

(29)

The result of the open and closed speed adjustment system analysis is presented in
figure 4.

Fig.4 The hodograph of the open and closed speed adjustment system (based on Turbo C 2.0 program)

This analysis was also performed using the Nyquist method. It can be observed that
both the open speed adjustment system as well as the closed speed adjustment systems are
stable.
3.4 Determination of the time variation of the current [5], [6], [7], [8]
The current loop being optimized by the criterion of the module, the variation of the current
during the start-up may be represented by the following relation:
t

 t
 
2T
−   [A]
i(t ) = I  1 − 2e−   cos 
 2 T
4  





(30)

Figure 5 shows the time variation of the current in the armature of the main electric
motor during start-up.

Fig.5 Current variation during the start-up of the main electric motor (based on Turbo C 2.0 program)
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3.5 Determination of ignition speed variation in time [5], [6], [7], [8]
The variation in time of the ignition speed of the vertical transport installation is
represented by the following relation:
t
2t
−

 3t  
2 − 4T
2T
 [rad/s]
(t ) =
 1 − e  −
e
sin 
 4T  
3

  

(31)

Figure 6 shows the ignition speed variation in time of the vertical transport installation.

Fig.6 Ignition speed variation diagram (based on Turbo C 2.0 program)

3.6 Speed variation in time in case of a load shock [5], [6], [7], [8]
When a considerable load shock variation appears during the operation of a vertical
transport installation, between 0,2MN and MN, speed variation becomes:
t
−
 − 4Tt
 3  
4T

(t=
− 2e
+ 
) 2 0T  e
cos 
 4T


  3  

R M S
where  0 = A2 
K E TM

E
; KE = N

N

M
; KM = N
IN

[rad/s]

(32)

J R
; TM = N A
2  KE  KM

The speed variation diagram during a considerable load variation from 0,2MN to MN is
represented in figure 7.

Fig.7 Speed variation diagram during a considerable load variation
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4 Conclusion
The stability of the speed adjustment system of transport was analyzed using the Nyquist
stability criterion, which has the advantage that can be applied without knowing the
equations of the closed-circuit blocks, but by measuring the answer to frequency. This
stability criterion allows observation on stability and damping.
The analysis in the field of frequency of the closed-circuit current regulation system
from the main drive motor by using Nyquist criterion, shows the system is stabile both in
the case in which the internal reverse reaction is taken into consideration, as well as in the
case in which the reaction is neglected. The damping is strong in both cases.
It was determined that the modulus and phase error increases as the time constants TM
(electro-mechanic time constant of the system) and T E (electro-mechanic time constant of
the main circuit) decrease, and the T constant increases (dead time of the moving system).
Analysing the stability (based on the same criterion) of the closed and open speed
adjustment system, shows this system is also stable has a good damping.
The determination of time variation of the current and speed of the main actuation
motor during start-up of the vertical transport installation and its graphic-analytical study,
shows that both the current and speed are stabilized after approximately 50ms, so we can
state that the installation behaves as a rapid response system.
In the scenario of a considerable load shock appearing during operation of the vertical
transport installation, the study of the time variation of speed showed it will be stabilized in
time (at a nominal value) after approximatively 75ms. This is essential for a vertical
transport installation, because one of the basic requirements imposed by the automation is
that of ensuring the speed stability, regardless of the main actuation electric motor load.
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